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Time is an important dimension when individuals make
decisions. Specifically, the time until a beneficial out-
come can be received is viewed as a cost and is weighed
against the benefits of the outcome. We propose that
impulsive individuals experience time differently, that is
with a higher cost. Impulsive subjects, therefore, over-
estimate the duration of time intervals and, as a con-
sequence, discount the value of delayed rewards more
strongly than do self-controlled individuals. The litera-
ture on time perception and impulsivity, however, is not
clear cut and needs a better theoretical foundation. Here,
we develop the theoretical background on concepts of
time perception, which could lead to an empirically
based notion of the association between an altered
sense of time and impulsivity.

Introduction
The perception of time is a crucial factor when individuals
have to make decisions and consider the outcomes associ-
ated with their choices. Rewards that are received sooner
are often preferred over future rewards, that is the sub-
jective value of an outcome is discounted as a function of
the delay [1,2]. It is well known that impulsive subjects
devalue temporally delayed rewardsmore strongly than do
comparison subjects, and this behavior might be due to
their altered sense of time. According to this hypothesis,
impulsive individuals will opt for smaller and immediate
rewards more often than for delayed but higher rewards
because they estimate duration as being subjectively
longer than do more self-controlled individuals. The per-
ception of time as lasting too long is associated with too
high of a cost, which leads to the selection of alternatives
with more immediate outcomes (see Figure 1).

Several empirical studies pointing to a possible associ-
ation among impulsivity, decision making and time per-
ception have been conducted over the last few decades [3–
8]. However, only recently has this notion been addressed
in a more systematic way. Here, we develop a conceptual
framework that can guide current and future research and
might allow researchers to build a consistent theory fram-
ing impulsivity, decision making and the experience of
time. We will point to some methodological factors that
have to be controlled for to reach valid conclusions and to
explain impulsive decision making in inter-temporal
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choices. First, findings will be reviewed on impulsive
behavior in inter-temporal choices, particularly in delay-
discounting tasks, which examine the influence of time on
decision making. Second, cognitive models of time percep-
tion will be related to study results showing that impulsive
subjects display an altered sense of subjective time. It will
be argued that the association between time perception
and mood states plays a fundamental role in interpreting
these empirical results.

Decision making and impulsivity
Every day we have to decide between options that have
immediate or delayed consequences. For instance, we
might restrict our eating habits to reduce our body weight,
thereby opting for a momentary loss of pleasure associated
with food to gain the future benefits of better physical
health and appearance. Similarly, a student might have
to decide whether to go to a party tonight or to stay at
home and study for an exam that is scheduled tomorrow
(the possible later higher reward is here, of course, to pass
the exam). The process of deciding whether to opt for an
immediate or earlier reward or for a delayed but higher
reward is strongly related to scholarly and professional
success in life [9]. To function effectively, one voluntarily
has to postpone impulsive urges for immediate gratifica-
tion and rather persist in goal-directed behavior to achieve
positive outcomes in future [10].

Results from decision-making experiments show that
people avoid risk when they have to choose between
options associated with probable versus sure outcomes.
Specifically, individuals choose a sure thing over rewards
with a probabilistic outcome – even when the probabilistic
alternatives have equal or even higher expected value [11].
The duration between the choice and the reception of the
reward is another important factor that biases our de-
cisions. A delayed outcome of a choice reduces the sub-
jective value of the reward, a phenomenon called delay
discounting [12,13]. Generally speaking, one prefers to
receive rewards sooner rather than later. Future rewards
are discounted such that they areworth subjectively less as
a result of the delay. One way to measure temporal dis-
counting behavior in human participants experimentally is
by presenting individuals with a hypothetical or a real
choice between two options, for example ’would you prefer
$10 right now or $20 in a week?’ In delay discounting
procedures, participants make choices between rewards
that are smaller but sooner versus rewards that are larger
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Figure 1. This figure shows two typical inter-temporal decision tasks. (a) In a

hypothetical task, subjects are asked to decide between a smaller gain now and a

higher reward in the future. Time scales for the delayed reward typically are varied

from a few days up to decades [51]. (b) In a real task, subjects have to decide

between a reward received within 2 s and larger rewards with delays of many

seconds [14]. The actual money subjects can earn, based on their consecutive

decisions, accumulates and is presented on the upper part of the screen. The lower

illustration shows the degree to which an individual processes time as a cost in

decision making. The internal representation of duration as the cost in time and the

reward value are weighed against each other when choosing the immediate but

smaller reward over the delayed but larger reward in the future.

Figure 2. In cognitive models of time perception, a pacemaker produces a series of

pulses that are fed into an accumulator. The number of pulses that has been

recorded for a given time span represents experienced duration. The pulse number

is compared with stored representations of time periods that can be verbalized (as

seconds or minutes). Attentional gate models [30] assume that only when

attention is directed to time pulses are accumulated. A switch is closed which

then opens a gate to the accumulator. Two possible ways can be assumed for how

mood states can influence the subjective experience of duration. Firstly, increased

arousal leads to higher pacemaker rate and, thus, to a greater accumulation of

pulses during a given time period. Secondly, increased attention to time leads to

an increased inflow of pulses and, thus, also to their greater accumulation. The

models of time perception contain multiple processing steps comprising a

memory and a decision stage too [31].
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but delayed (Figure 1). As the duration of the delay to the
second option increases, preference for this option usually
decreases. The temporal discounting pattern has repeat-
edly been described as following a hyperbolic function,
meaning that after an initial steep decline of the subjective
reward with increasing delays, even very remote outcomes
retain some (albeit minute) value for the decision maker
[1,14,15].

Individuals differ in how strongly they retain subjective
value as a function of time. Moreover, the degree to which
people are able to delay gratification is generally associ-
ated with the notion of willpower [16], whereas those who
choose immediate gratification at the expense of important
long-term interest are judged to be impulsive [1,17]. How-
ever, impulsivity is determined by a complex set of pro-
cesses and consists of multiple components [18], and this
contention is consistent with the finding that the corre-
lations across different methods of assessing impulsivity
are modest [19]. Nevertheless, impulsivity can be concep-
tualized as a pattern of behavior for which the potential of
negative consequences has limited influence on the plan-
ning of actions. The external validity of using delay-dis-
counting paradigms to quantify dysfunctions of impulse
control is based on findings that children with attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) [4], individuals with
neuropsychiatric disorders [20], smokers [21], alcoholics
[22] and substance-dependent individuals [23] show
increased discounting of delayed rewards.

Despite the well-established finding that impulsive
individuals discount delayed rewards more strongly than
do more self-controlled individuals, the underlying cogni-
tive and affective processes that account for this phenom-
enon are poorly understood. The decision-making
processes associated with delayed discounting depend on
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neural substrates that are important for regulating
emotions and feelings [16,24]. Functional imaging studies
using delay discounting tasks are beginning to examine
which brain areas are associated with impulsivity and self
control (see Box 1). Findings from a different set of studies
point towards the possibility that impulsive individuals
have an altered sense of time [4–8,25], whichmight explain
why they have difficulties in delaying gratification.

Cognitive models linking time perception and
impulsivity
Experimental tasks that probe time-interval production

and estimation

Although it is not yet clear how time keeping is imple-
mented in the brain [26–29], several brain areas provide
fundamental building blocks of an interval-timing
system (a neural clock) for durations in the seconds range
(see Box 2). Cognitive models, which assume that an
internal clock with a pacemaker produces subjective time
units [30], have been fairly successful in interpreting
human time perception and animal timing behavior (see
Figure 2). The subjective duration of time is defined by
the number of temporal units accumulated over a certain
time span. When individuals are asked to judge intervals
of, for example, 30 s during a time-estimation task, an
overestimation would correspond to an increased accumu-
lation of temporal units over that period. In comparison,
because of an increased accumulation of units over time, an
individual would perform with a shorter production of the
ity and time perception, Trends Cogn. Sci. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.tics.2007.10.004
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Box 1. fMRI studies on delay discounting

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have explicitly

addressed impulse control using delay-discounting tasks and real

rewards. Strong evidence of limbic and paralimbic cortical activation

was found when subjects were presented with choices between a

smaller earlier reward and a greater but delayed reward [54–56].

Lateral prefrontal and parietal cortices associated with executive

control were activated when subjects delayed gratification, that is

when they chose the delayed reward [54–56]. In addition, a study by

Tanaka and colleagues [55] suggests that the striatum and the insula

are implicated in the evaluation of reward outcomes as a function of

delay. Specifically, the ventroanterior regions of these two brain

structures were more activated when choices were presented in

which subjects learned to select immediate rewards; conversely, the

dorsoposterior regions were more activated when subjects learned to

select future rewards. Tanaka and colleagues postulate that the

ventroanterior parts of the insula and striatum might be involved in

short-term reward prediction, whereas more dorsoposterior regions

might be involved in long-term reward prediction. According to this

model, the different pathways of the cortico-basal ganglia circuit

might be specialized for reward prediction and action selection on

different time scales [55,57]. This is indeed what we found in a recent

fMRI study using a hypothetical delay-discounting task in which

participants had to choose between immediate rewards and rewards

with delays in the range of days to multiple years. Activity of the left-

sided striatum co-varied positively with the perceived delay of the

reward that will be received within one year’s time versus one that

will be received after one year’s time. Thus, the amount of activation

in this region coded for the delay of reception of the reward (See

Figure I) [51].

Figure I. (a) Two different discounting slopes plotted for delays <1 year and �1

year (on double-logarithmic scales). In a hypothetical delay-discounting task,

subjects had to choose between a smaller reward now and a greater reward with

a delay. Delays varied between 5, 30, 180 days (<1 year) and 365, 1095, 3650 days

(�1 year). (b) On the axial and coronal brain slices left-sided activation of the

caudate nucleus and putamen is shown for the contrast of presentations of

choices between a reward now and <1 year and presentations of choices

between a reward now and �1 year. These findings can be interpreted in the way

that the activated brain regions code for the delay of reward. Adapted, with

permission, from Springer-Verlag [51].
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same duration during a time-production task. Cognitive
models of time perception propose two mechanisms that
could increase the number of pulses in an assumed accu-
mulator [31] (see Figure 2): (i) increased attention to, as
opposed to distraction from, time leads to an accumulation
of more pulses over a time span, (ii) an arousal-related
increased rate of pulses emitted by the pacemaker (a faster
Box 2. Neural models of time perception

Multiple brain regions are usually activated in imaging studies on

time perception suggesting that different processing components,

such as attending to time, encoding an interval and keeping the

representation of duration in working memory, as well as decision

processes are involved [58,59]. Investigations using neuropsycholo-

gical and pharmacological approaches to study time perception in

animals and humans, however, have yielded the specific hypothesis

that fronto-striatal circuits, which are modulated by the dopamine

system, are crucial for temporal processing in the seconds range

[50,60]. Individuals with structural damage to the frontal lobes [61] or

traumatic brain injury predominantly affecting frontal areas [31] show

impaired estimation of temporal intervals of several seconds.

Neuroimaging studies with healthy volunteers show that temporal

processing is predominantly associated with activation in the right
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clock rate) leads to a faster accumulation of temporal units
over time.

The hypothesis that impulsive choices could be due to an
overestimation of time is supportedby several studies show-
ing that impulsive subjects overestimate and/or under-pro-
duce time intervals. First, when individuals were sleep
deprived relative to being well rested, they were more
prefrontal and striatal regions [50,62]. Thus, areas activated during

the processing of duration are similar to those that are activated in

delay-discounting tasks (see Box 1). Other brain regions, such as the

cerebellum, also seem to play a decisive role in the processing of

duration; however, the involvement of these regions is probably

restricted to the time range of milliseconds to a few seconds [26].

Moreover, recent studies indicate that several areas of the brain can

contribute to the processing of duration in the milliseconds range.

Specifically, neural populations within each region could encode

duration as a result of specific time-dependent neural changes, such

as short-term synaptic plasticity [63]. Only future research that

addresses both time perception and delay discounting in a combined

study will reveal whether the same specific brain areas are involved in

the processing of the two domains.
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Box 3. Two essential features of studies on time perception

(1) There are basically four different methods for measuring

subjects’ accuracy in time estimation/perception [30]. (i) In the

method of verbal estimation of duration, an interval is presented

and the individual has to judge how many seconds/minutes

have elapsed. (ii) In duration production tasks, a subject has to

indicate when he/she thinks a certain time span has elapsed, for

example by pressing a key. (iii) In duration reproduction tasks, a

standard interval with a certain duration is presented. Subse-

quently, subjects have to reproduce the length of this interval by

indicating when they believe that the duration is now identical to

the standard interval. (iv) In duration comparison tasks, two

intervals are presented and subjects have to decide which one is

longer. In variants of this task, a subject is repeatedly exposed to

a standard interval (the learning phase) and then later (the actual

test phase) has to judge whether presented stimuli have equal

duration compared with the standard interval.

In duration estimation and duration production tasks indivi-

duals have to translate between the experience of duration and

conventional units of time (seconds, minutes). These two tasks

can be used to explain individual differences in terms of

attention mechanisms or the speed of a pacemaker. By contrast,

the experience of time is indicated behaviorally in duration-

reproduction and duration-discrimination tasks. However, be-

cause of the relative nature of the reproduction and the

discrimination task (two intervals are compared with each

other), any internal influence (attention, arousal) will affect the

processing of both intervals – the standard and the comparison.

Individual differences, that is allocation of more or less attention

to time, will not reveal differences in outward performance. A

disadvantage of the production as well the reproduction task is

that a desire to end a trial prematurely will lead to the (re-

)production of shorter intervals, a confounder especially relevant

when testing impulsive individuals.

(2) It is crucial to control for the subject’s ability to use counting as a

strategy to keep track of time during time-estimation tasks.

Chronometric counting, a language-based strategy using inter-

nal speech supports substantially more precise estimates than

does the interval-timing system and is also guided by different

brain structures [64]. Very often just the verbal instruction not to

count is given to prevent participants from counting [5,34,48].

However, volunteers repeatedly report that the tendency to

count or use other strategies for subdividing the presented time

interval is rather strong. This tendency might have contributed

to the lack of group differences in time estimation studies on

impulsive subjects [4,65]. A reliable way to prevent participants

from counting is to present them with a concurrent task during

the time interval to be estimated. The concurrent task could be

as simple as reading aloud numbers presented sequentially with

randomized intervals, but it prevents subjects from counting

internally [32,66].
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impulsive, discounted delayed rewards more strongly and
under-produced time intervals in the multiple-seconds
range [5]. Second, impulsive borderline personality disorder
patients under-produced time intervals between10and90 s
[32]. Third, patients with orbitofrontal cortex lesions, who
were more impulsive during behavioral tests, considerably
overestimated and under-produced time intervals [33].
Fourth, cocaine- or methamphetamine-dependent individ-
uals participating in an inpatient alcohol and drug treat-
ment programoverestimated the duration of a 53 s interval,
this judgment being associated with higher self-reported
impulsivity [34]. Fifth, children with disruptive behavior
disorders who exhibit increased impulsiveness and aggres-
siveness under-produced a one-minute interval more
strongly than did control children [35]. Thus, findings from
clinical populations clearly demonstrate that the subjective
experience of time is associated with a higher level of both
self-rated and behaviorally tested impulsivity.

Affective and cognitive factors altering time

perception

Different mood states influence the degree to which
someone attends to time or is distracted from time. Accord-
ingly, boredom-prone individuals [36], patients with
depression [37] or cancer patients with high levels of
anxiety [38] perceive a slowing of the pace of time and
overestimate durations in time-estimation tasks. In these
cases, the acute stress might divert attentional resources
away from ongoing thoughts and actions to the passage of
time, which leads to an overestimation of duration [39]. In
comparison, an impulsive subject who might experience
distress because habitual impulsive acts often cannot
be instantiated (e.g. in waiting situations) allocates more
attentional resources to the passage of time, which in turn
leads to an overestimation of perceived duration [34].

Alternatively, some findings support the hypothesis
that impulsive individuals exhibit an increased cognitive
processing speed, that is a faster pacemaker, which is
consistent with increased activity level in these subjects
[7]. Altered physiological conditions, for example an
increase in body temperature, are associated with an over-
estimation of duration, an effect that has been explained by
an increase in the rate of a cognitive pacemaker [40]. In
animal studies, shortened production intervals have been
reported after administration of stimulants, which are
thought to increase the pacemaker rate [41]. Some inves-
tigators have proposed that subjects overestimate the
duration of presented emotional faces relative to neutral
faces because emotion leads to an increased arousal state
and can alter the pacemaker rate [42].

The attention-related or activation-induced mechan-
isms that are proposed to alter the sense of time in impul-
sive individuals are not necessarily exclusive but could
contribute to the phenomenon of altered time perception in
an additive way [43]. For example, smokers who have
cigarette cravings and feel a strong urge to smoke experi-
enced that time passed more slowly [44]. This effect could
to some extent be explained by an increased arousal due to
the emotion-inducing craving symptoms. However, smo-
kers might also attend more strongly to time as they wait
for their chance to smoke.
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Other experimental results are more equivocal about
the relationship between impulsiveness and time esti-
mation. For example, children and adults with ADHDs
show impaired temporal processing within durations of
milliseconds to multiple seconds on a variety of sensori-
motor timing tasks [4,45,46]. Although these subjects
showed a stronger discounting of delayed rewards, their
verbal time estimates of intervals within the multiple-
seconds range did not differ from estimates made by con-
trol subjects [11,43] (see also Box 3). One study even
reported considerable overproductions of time intervals
in children with ADHDs [47], and this finding would be
consistent with the hypothesis that hyperactive children
relative to comparison subjects pay less attention to the
timing task. Thus, distractibility, which is a prominent
feature in individuals with ADHD, might be associated
ity and time perception, Trends Cogn. Sci. (2007), doi:10.1016/j.tics.2007.10.004
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Box 4. Questions for future research

� Is an altered sense of time in the seconds-to-minute range

associated only with inter-temporal choices in a similar time

range or can the association also be detected with decision tasks

using longer delays?

� With respect to cognitive models of time estimation, is the

subjective lengthening of duration in impulsive individuals linked

to a stronger focus on time or to an increase in arousal when

attending to time?

� Which temporal intervals are crucial in time perception studies?

Different interval lengths will to a varying degree, depending on

the subject group studied and the timing task used, be sensitive

for the effects under investigation.
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with slower accumulation of time pulses, which leads to
longer interval productions. Finally, there was no relation-
ship between impulsivity and time estimation in a
comparably large group of young healthy college students
[48]. It is possible that relatively normal variation of
impulsivity levels might not be strong enough to alter
the subjective experience of time. At this stage, methodo-
logical approaches and subject characteristics vary from
study to study, which makes it difficult to compare some of
these results directly. For future studies to overcome these
shortcomings, two important factors have to be controlled
for (Box 3).

Conclusions
There is a considerable body of knowledge about the cog-
nitive-processing mechanisms that guide the experience of
duration [30,49,50]. This knowledge can be brought to
bear on understanding the mechanisms underlying impul-
sivity and self control in inter-temporal decisions [51].
Because the perception of time is strongly linked to our
subjective well-being, the passage of time varies consider-
ably depending on our emotional states. The feeling that
time passes slowly seems to be a fair indicator of psycho-
logical distress resulting from an inability to focus on
meaningful thoughts and to start interesting activities.
Drive states, moods and emotions, visceral factors that
operate in the here and now, often influence our decisions
in a way so that we prefer immediate satisfaction, although
in the long run we might have to face negative con-
sequences [24]. Visceral factors might also have an impact
on the sense of time, leading to a stronger focus on the
present and an overestimation of time. Recently, a frame-
work has been formulated for an anatomical and structural
model for integrating interoception and the processing of
emotional moments with the perception of time [52].

In summary, increased allocation of attentional
resources to time and/or increased arousal states, possibly
driven by emotional distress, could be the main factor that
alters the way in which impulsive individuals take time
into account whenmaking decisions. According to cognitive
models of time perception, the overestimation of a given
temporal duration is a consequence of a stronger focus on
time and of heightened arousal. We want to emphasize
here that on many occasions impulsive individuals,
particularly when they are distracted, do not overestimate
time, which argues against a fundamental dysfunction of
the ‘inner clock’. Instead, these individuals are more likely
to experience a slowing down of time during situations in
which they are not able to act on their impulsive urges, for
example when one has to wait for a delayed reward and is
confronted with the passage of time. However, more
research is needed to determine the causal relationships
among decision making, emotional distress and time per-
ception (Box 4). Studies with different subject populations
provide clues that the sense of time is an important factor
for the understanding of altered decision making. We
highlighted some methodological issues that need to
be taken into account when interpreting results from time
processing studies.

Understanding why individuals with clinically relevant
impulsive disorders strongly neglect future consequences
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is the first step in developing specific interventions to alter
this behavior that has negative consequences for everyday
life. For example, treatment programs could use interven-
tion strategies that manipulate the temporal delay of
rewards or that cognitively restructure the perception of
inter-temporal choices [17,34,53]. In addition, intervention
might eventually be able to alter directly the timing sys-
tem, which in turn would profoundly affect the way indi-
viduals process delayed rewards and structure behavior
towards health-promoting actions.
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